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HAMPTONS
A relaxed, welcoming style, showcasing the colours of the
Australian coast and beach, wherever you are.

PULLING COLOURS FROM THE SAND,
SUN AND SEA, COASTAL HAMPTONS
IS THE PERFECT STYLE TO BRING
BEACHSIDE LUXURY TO YOUR HOME.
A classic American trend that mixes a coastal village aesthetic with
sophisticated modern elegance, the Hamptons style evokes effortless
freshness and retreat.
And its no wonder this popular style feels right at home in Australia.
Coastal Hamptons is a relaxed trend, teaming white timber panelling, pitched
ceilings, pale or light timber ﬂoors with neutral and ocean-inspired tones and
loads of natural light.
Bricks are integral to achieving a timeless Coastal Hamptons look, bringing
solidity and texture and complementing a soft, sophisticated palette.
Light and bright with a sophisticated beachy vibe, Coastal Hamptons is a
quintessentially Australian take on the traditional Hamptons style that is
both luxurious and simple and surprisingly easy to live with.

INTRODUCING THE
COASTAL HAMPTONS RANGE
A new range of softly-toned bricks that draw inspiration from coastal
elements of nature to create an organic but sophisticated home design.
Coastal Hamptons is available in four relaxed, neutral shades.
Each brick, with its own varying texture and carefully curated coastal hue,
delivers an elegant yet relaxed palette to create a forever Hamptons home.
The range is simple yet chic, perfectly capturing the effortless,
beachy vibes of a Coastal Hamptons home.

CREVOLE

Evoking the timeless and elegant aesthetic of
the Coastal Hamptons style, Crevole is a clean
crisp white that showcases the colours of the
Australian coast and will brighten any home with
its sophisticated beachy feel.

BEACH

Imbuing calming, coastal vibes, Beach is a
sun-bleached white with a soft, raw texture
which will add a relaxed warmth and an
organic touch to any space.

GULL GREY

Feminine in nature, this elegant, muted
grey forms a fresh and neutral base for
a contemporary coastal home, creating
a welcoming luxe sensibility that is light
and effortless.

WASHED WH ITE

Staying true to the quintessential Australian
connection with the ocean and its landscape,
the relaxed hues of Washed White work in
both classic and more contemporary schemes.
Adding a unique textural feel, it creates a
beautiful, authentic beachy look.
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CULTURED STONE
Looking to make a bold and lasting impression with your coastal
Hamptons home? Bricks, often combined with Cultured Stone, are
integral to achieving a timeless Coastal Hamptons style, bringing
solidity and texture and complementing a soft, sophisticated palette.
Cultured Stone® is a manufactured stone cladding product that has all
the qualities of traditional stone but with significant added benefits.
Modelled from natural stone, Cultured Stone® achieves the depth,
complexity of colour, pattern and unique texture of stone.
With a versatility that extends from feature walls to fireplaces and
pillars, the beauty of Cultured Stone® – both indoors and out –
works in harmony with other building materials such as brick
and glass to complete the Coastal Hamptons look.

Echo Ridge Country Ledgestone

White Oak Country Ledgestone

Aspen Dressed Fieldstone

“COASTAL HAMPTONS
CAPTURES THE FEELING
OF SUNNY DAYS, BLUE SKIES
AND EFFORTLESS CHARM. SIMPLE AND
SOPHISTICATED, IT IS ALSO SURPRISINGLY
PRACTICAL AND EASY TO LIVE IN.”

THE STYLE
Light, bright and whitewashed with a sophisticated beachy vibe, the style
Coastal Hamptons is a trend that can be minimal or layered, clean and crisp, or
softer and relaxed. Layers of pale colours and simplistic finishes, whitewashed
ﬂoors, and sun-drenched brick terraces work perfectly together in the Coastal
Hamptons style. This pristine palette allows you the freedom to personalise
your home however you wish, for that coveted seaside luxe sensibility.

COASTAL HAMPTONS EXTERIOR PALETTE FEATURES PGH BRICKS COASTAL HAMPTONS CREVOLE | PGH BRICKS MORADA BLANCO
CULTURED STONE® PRO-FIT® DRESSED FIELDSTONE ECHO RIDGE | MONIER ROOFING SALT SPRAY ELABANA | WATTYL DOLPHIN
COLORBOND® SURFMIST® | COLORBOND® SHALE GREY™ | WHITEWASH TIMBER FINISH | BACKGROUND WATTYL SPIRIT GREY

COASTAL HAMPTONS EXTERIOR SCHEME FEATURES ROOFING MONIER ROOFING SALT SPRAY ELABANA | GUTTER COLORBOND® FASCIA
COLORBOND® SHALE GREY™ | MAIN BRICK PGH BRICKS COASTAL HAMPTONS CREVOLE | FEATURE BRICK PGH BRICKS MORADA BLANCO
CULTURED STONE® PRO-FIT® DRESSED FIELDSTONE ECHO RIDGE | RENDER COLORBOND® SURFMIST® PAINT ACCENT WATTYL DOLPHIN
WINDOW FRAME COLORBOND® SURFMIST® | TIMBER FINISH WHITEWASH TIMBER

HOW TO CARRY THE
COASTAL HAMPTON S
LOOK THROUGHOUT
YOUR HOME
Nothing adds more textured depth and added character to a Coastal Hamptons
home interior that incorporating some exposed white brick walling into your design.
Touches of dusky pinks, gentle creams and white soft furnishings combined with
blonde wood textures and seagrass sisal ﬂooring rugs brings the look together.
So you’ve already built your interior walls but still want the brick Coastal Hamptons
look? Never fear. Most solid interior walls can have a Brick Facing (a thin front face
of the brick applied to the wall like a tile and then mortared in) applied over the wall
surface, giving a blank wall a face lift and achieving the same brick look and feel as
if it was an actual full brick wall.

Washed White Coastal Hamptons

GET THE LOOK
Light, bright and relaxed with a sophisticated beachy vibe, the Coastal
Hamptons interior is timeless, simple and surprisingly easy to live with.
THE COLOURS
Team white walls with architraves, panelling – which will add texture and window frames painted in a cooler white or complimentary pale
accent colour.
Kitchen and bathroom cabinetry is also predominantly white, usually
teamed with marble or light engineered stone benchtops and
subway tiles.
Accent colours inspired by the ocean, sky and nature are an integral
part of this look, add soft furnishings in dusty blues and sea greens
or navy tones and soft greys.
THE MATERIALS
Natural materials such as timber, brick and stone are key. Pale or
whitewashed timber ﬂoors are often softened with sisal, jute or wool
rugs in natural tones.
Oversized sofas with pale linen or cotton drill slipcovers create a
relaxed and practical, look while rattan adds a beachy vibe. Elsewhere,
consider timber tables and chairs, bookshelves and side tables, in a
variety of finishes.
THE LIGHTING
After dark, statement pendant lights – often hung over a kitchen island
bench and dining table – and big, beautiful table lamps keep things
bright and breezy.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: HERMAN TALL PENDANT, BEACON LIGHTING; PORTSEA WALL LIGHT, BEACON LIGHTING;
ROPE HOOK, HEPBURN HARDWARE; MAGNOLIA FRENCH MARKET BASKET, FRENCH KNOT; ARRO METAL VASE FOREST,
THE DESIGN EDIT; ARRO METAL VASE BEIGE, THE DESIGN EDIT; PALM COVE DECORATOR, THE INTERIOR DESIGNER.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: IOLANDA FRINGED SHAG RUG, ZANUI; DUSTY BLUE VELVET PENNY ROUND CUSHION, CASTLE AND THINGS;
VELVET FRINGE INDIGO CUSHION, THE DESIGN HUNTER; LOOB POT, THE BALCONY GARDENER; TANGLED WEB, VANESSA MAE ART;
TON’S 811 NATURAL HOFFMANN DINING CHAIR, HUSET; BAILEY MODULAR SOFA, INTERIORS ONLINE.

Clay bricks are made from naturally occurring minerals. Variations in
colour, texture, and size are natural characteristics of clay products and
production variations can occur from batch to batch. Colours shown are
indicative only and should not be used for final selection. © Copyright
PGH Bricks & Pavers Pty Limited – all rights reserved 2019. PGH™,
PGH Bricks & Pavers™ are registered trademarks of PGH Bricks & Pavers
Pty Limited in Australia, other countries or both.
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